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Introduction

 Since many years EPV for z/OS provides all the information 

needed to control and report MSU consumptions at LPAR, 

workload, service class, report class and address space level

 Additional information specific for TFP have been added in V15

 Most of the concepts discussed in this presentation applies to 

both TFP models but they are especially useful when adopting  

the Enterprise Consumption model 
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Understanding MSUs

 MSU (Million Service Units) is a measurement of the amount of 

processing work a machine can perform in one hour

 MSU has been introduced years ago to charge IBM (and other 

vendors) major software products

 MSUs are often called SW Service Units to avoid confusing 

them with the old Service Units (aka HW Service Units) used 

since the beginning in MVS and z/OS
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 While the service units rate depends also on the number of 

logical processors assigned to an LPAR, the MSU rating is a 

fixed number for the entire machine 

 IBM LSPR publishes MSU ratings for every machine model and 

type 

 RMF writes this info into the SMF70MCR of the SMF 70 record
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ITRR benchmarks

from IBM LSPR web site
https://www-304.ibm.com/servers/resourcelink/lib03060.nsf/pages/lsprindex?OpenDocument



 You can calculate how many MSUs have been used 

(used CPU sec / interval sec) * (machine MSUs / #CPUs) 

 Interval can be 3.600 (1 hour) or a smaller interval (normally 

the RMF interval)

 Used CPU sec can be the seconds used by all the LPARs, by a 

single LPAR, by a workload aggregation, by a service/report 

class or by a single AS

 All these MSU calculations are done by EPV for z/OS for you
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 Assuming an LPAR runs in a 8561-404 machine and in a 

certain hour the CPU used time is 7.200 seconds the MSUs 

used are:

(7.200 / 3600) * (123 / 4) = 61,5 MSUs

 Where the MSU rating for a 8561-404 machine is 123 and the 

number of CPUs in the machine is 4
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 The CPU time used by an LPAR is provided by the following 

SMF 70 record fields:

▪ SMF70PDT, it is the partition dispatch time; it includes also 

the overhead for PR/SM – LPAR communication  

▪ SMF70EDT, it is the effective dispatch time; it does not 

include the overhead for PR/SM – LPAR communication 

 In the TFP Enterprise Consumption model, MSUs are 

calculated and charged by using the SMF70EDT field
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 A SW-Cost new entry in 

the menu with 3 sub-

entries

▪ WLC to access the usual  

4HRA views

▪ NewApp to access views 

for co-located containers

▪ TFP for the MSU usage by 

LPAR container  
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New Software Cost support

 If you use co-located containers the consumed MSUs will be 

automatically reported in NewApp and excluded from WLC 

4HRA (EPV will understand that from SMF records)

 If you include some LPARs in a TFP container these LPARs will 

be excluded from WLC views; so if you create a DEV/TEST 

container for development and test LPARs and a PROD  

container including all the other LPARs the WLC views will be 

empty 
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New Software Cost support

 If you don’t create containers, you will get both WLC and TFP 

views

 This can be useful in the initial phase when you have still to 

decide if adopting TFP or not

 By default EPV provides the history of the last 37 months
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TFP views

 Customer defined only a TFP 

DEV/TEST container; the MSUs 

used by the LPARs in this 

container are not included in 

WLC views

 All the other LPARs are 

automatically included in the 

NOCNTR container; their MSUs 

are still included in WLC views
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TFP views

 By changing the combo-box 

value you can see the amount of 

MSUs used in the peak day of 

each month
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TFP views

 A hyperlink on the date provides 

the daily values of the selected 

month 
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TFP views

 A hyperlink on the container 

provides the daily values for the 

LPARs inside that container 
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TFP views
LPAR names hidden for privacy reasons
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TFP views

 A hyperlink on the container 

provides the monthly values for 

the LPARS in that container 
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TFP views
LPAR names hidden for privacy reasons



 Once identified an LPAR whose MSU usage has to be 

investigated, you can exploit the “traditional” EPV for z/OS 

views showing MSU consumptions at the following granularity: 

▪ Workload 

▪ Service Class

▪ Report Class

▪ Address Space

 CPU sec are provided for CICS, IMS, DDF, transactions 
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